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Supplementary Text
Specific advancements in iAF1260 content In addition to changes in reaction content between iAF1260 and iJR904, 22 metabolites were also removed from the previous reconstruction (18 of these were totally removed and the electrical charge of 4 were altered). Common examples of proteins included as metabolites in iAF1260 were acyl carrier protein (ACP, an important carrier in fatty acid biosynthesis) and thioredoxin (an electron carrier). tRNA synthase reactions were also included in this reconstruction for later integration with additional protein synthesis pathways (I Thiele and B Palsson, personal communication).
Gap-filling analysis Through FBA simulations utilizing the BOF WT , we performed a gap-filling procedure on iAF1260 to determine if the reaction network could generate all of the BOF WT metabolites from common media substrates or alternatively, if reactions were missed or needed to fulfill the biomass requirements placed on the system. During this procedure, we found that one of the common cofactors in E. coli, biotin, could not be synthesized from common media substrates. Therefore, it was removed from the BOF WT . During the gap-filling process, one common type of reaction that was found to be missing was the anaerobic complement of reactions in certain cofactor biosynthesis pathways. These reactions were often added with no gene-association, but are known to exist (Alexander and Young, 1978; Beale, 1996; Meganathan, 1996) . Additionally, it was necessary to add five 'sink' reactions to the network so that certain byproducts could leave the system without active transport. This was necessary since there are no known pathways for excretion or degradation of these byproducts. For example, thiamine diphosphate could not be synthesized because there is no degradation pathway or known transport mechanism for the byproduct, 4-Hydroxy-benzyl alcohol (Leonardi and Roach, 2004) . Therefore a 'sink' reaction was added for 4-Hydroxy-benzyl alcohol. Similarly, under anaerobic conditions, there is no degradation pathway or transporter for 5'-deoxyadenosine, a byproduct in heme biosynthesis (Choi-Rhee and Cronan, 2005) . It was also necessary to add a methionine salvage pathway to the metabolic network based on the pathway present in Bacillus subtilis in order for the recycling generation of spermidine (Sekowska and Danchin, 2002) . Some of the reactions in this pathway are catalyzed by known ORFs in the current annotation (Choi-Rhee and Cronan, 2005; Riley et al, 2006) , whereas others are added with no gene-association. After the gap-filling procedure, all of the metabolites in the BOF WT could be made aerobically or anaerobically from the defined in silico minimal media (see Supplementary Table 2 ) supplemented with D-glucose, D-ribose or glycerol. This gap-filling procedure was similar to that of Green and Karp (Green and Karp, 2004) .
Common biomass metabolites that could not be synthesized from minimal media In iAF1260, there are some metabolites that cannot be synthesized from common minimal media substrates. E. coli is auxotrophic for a cobalamin precursor since it lacks the full biosynthetic pathway for vitamin B 12 (O'Toole et al, 1996) . To fulfill this need, cob(I)alamin (vitamin B12s) (cbl1) can be added to the minimal media. Alternatively, cobinamide (cbi) could also theoretically serve as a precursor except there is no biosynthetic pathway for the adenosylcobalamin precursor, 5,6-dimethylbenzimidazole (dmbzid), characterized in E. coli. Biotin could not be synthesized because there is no known biosynthetic pathway for its precursor, pimeloyl-coA, characterized in E. coli.
Additional issues that can affect computational simulations Another parameter that has been found to have potential for significantly affecting the solutions produced using metabolic modeling with FBA (Varma and Palsson, 1995) is the stoichiometry of the proton translocating enzymes of the ETS. For the most part, the stoichiometric rules that govern the conversion of metabolites in E. coli are hard constraints (i.e. only 2 units of pyruvate can be generated from 1 unit of glucose), but this is not the case for the ETS components which can couple metabolic conversion to proton translocation across the membrane. The iAF1260 reconstruction includes the efficiencies of the ETS based on characterization studies and some debate exists over the actual values (Puustinen et al, 1991; Weidner et al, 1993; Gennis and Stewart, 1996) . Additionally, the current reconstruction incorporates the same proton translocation efficiency for all of three different quinones, regardless of the potential energy difference between the quinone/quinole couple (Tran et al, 1997) .
Additional remarks on the gene essentiality analysis in iAF1260
A categorization of the computational essentiality predictions by COG functional class reveals the extent of agreement for each area of metabolism and under which medium conditions essentiality for a particular ORF occurs. Figure 5 shows the ORFs that were predicted to be essential under rich medium conditions, under both glucose and glycerol minimal medium conditions and under glucose minimal medium conditions experimentally by Baba et al and Joyce et al Joyce et al, 2006) on the background of the computationally predicted essential ORFs under aerobic glucose conditions. Whereas most essential ORFs from the amino acid (E) and nucleotide (F) transport and metabolism classes are essential under minimal media conditions, those associated with cell wall (M) and lipid (I) metabolism are essential under rich media conditions (note that ORFs that are essential under rich medium conditions are also essential under minimal medium conditions). This suggests that most amino acids can be transported into the cell under rich medium conditions and even if present in the medium, cell wall and lipid molecules cannot be transported or need additional modification once in the cell. Coenzyme (H) metabolism and transport ORF essentiality is mostly at the level of rich media conditions and this can be explained by realizing that some cofactors cannot be transported into the cell and have to be synthesized de novo even under rich media conditions (e.g., riboflavin, coenzyme A, hemes).
iAF1260 information contained in the SBML file format 
Supplementary Table I -Unique ORFs from each COG functional class in iAF1260
The table gives the total and unique number of ORFs from each COG functional class for both E. coli (based off the latest genome annotation (Riley et al, 2006) ) and those included in iAF1260. 
Supplementary Table III -Essentiality predictions using iJR904
Comparison of computational essentiality predictions using iJR904 (Reed et al, 2003) and highthroughput experimental data Joyce et al, 2006 
Supplementary Figure 1 -Sensitivity analysis varying the biomass objective function
The relationship between the glucose uptake rate (mmol gDW -1 hr -1 ) (bottom axes, the dependant variable) and the resulting 1) growth rate (hr -1 ) (left axes) and 2) oxygen uptake rate (mmol gDW -1 hr -1 ) (right axes) produced during the sensitivity analysis using iAF1260. Using FBA and iAF1260, optimal growth was simulated under glucose aerobic conditions while varying which biomass objective function (BOF) was used along with the number of reactions available to the network due to transcriptional regulation. Two different BOFs were used, a core biomass objective function and wild-type biomass objective function, and regulation was imposed by not allowing any flux through reactions unavailable to the network due to transcriptional regulation (Covert et al, 2004) . The results show that the predicted optimal growth rate and O 2 uptake rate are insensitive to the BOF used or level of transcriptional regulation imposed under these conditions. Supplementary Figure 2 'm is most often lower than ∆ r G '° for the majority of the reactions in iAF1260. This indicates that the majority of the reactions in iAF1260 are more favorable in direction of operation required for near optimal growth at the 1 mM concentrations levels found in the cell than at 1 M concentrations. This also indicates that most biological reactions have more products than reactants in the direction of operation required for near optimal growth on the 174 carbon sources examined. This result is to be expected as the purpose of metabolism is to produce all of the metabolites required for cell growth from a small number of nutrient compounds.
